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Cape Jaffa Anchorage Essential Services  

 

Submission  

 

I own a holiday rental property within the Cape Jaffa Anchorage. It is frequently rented out by 

holidaymakers and has been an important income source for my family. If this application is 

successful, I will lose that income (between $20,000 and $30,000 per year), which will likely 

force me to sell. Selling a property that is reliant on a non-drinking water supply will devalue 

it considerably.  

 

, has been deceitful from the beginning.  

In relation to CJAES specifically,  CJAES representatives have lied about the 

reasons for the water outages – in short, CJAES has not repaired or maintained the water 

treatment plant at the expense owners. CJAES have done this to save themselves 

money at the expense of owners and holidaymakers (who won’t return). Now  is trying to 

vary the water licence so CJAES can bypass treating the water altogether. At the moment 

we only have high fluoride to worry about, if this application is successful, it will be a whole 

new disastrous story for owners.   

 

, via  Cape Jaffa Anchorage, sold blocks to owners on the basis that they would 

be connected to a safe drinking water supply when  knew the treatment plant was not up 

to scratch, and then he hasn’t maintained it. 

 

, under the guise of CJAES, is quite happy for the owners to again wear the cost of 

 lies and  mistakes. 

The owners are cross and will not take another hit. 

 (CJAES) can put  hand in  own deep pocket for once and bring the treatment 

plant up to scratch, which is what we were told we were buying into in the first place. 

 

CJAES have silenced owners with lies so many have not elevated their complaints, but now 

it is clear what they were up to all along. 




